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Photochemistry of sulfosalicylic acid in aqueous solutions
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Abstract

Nanosecond laser flash photolysis (XeCl, 308 nm), optical spectroscopy, fluorescence, and time-resolved chemically induced nuclear
polarization (CIDNP) were used to determine photophysical and photochemical processes for 5-sulfosalicylic acid dianion (HSSA2−) in
aqueous solutions and frozen matrices. The triplet–triplet absorption (TTA) band with a maximum at 470 nm was recorded under excitation
in the region of the long-wave absorption band of dianion (λmax = 300 nm). For high laser pulse intensities, a two-quantum formation of
an aquated electron is observed. CIDNP in solutions and flash photolysis in frozen matrices, with preliminary excitation to populate T1

state, indicate that photoionization occurs during absorption of a second quantum by an excited singlet S1 state. The spectral and kinetic
characteristics of the excited states of dianion and aquated electron were determined.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Organic acids (R-CO2H) are a class of compounds abun-
dant in natural water[1]. The main source of organic acids is
the digestion of residual plants by microorganisms in water
and soil. These acids can form complexes with many tran-
sient metals whose photochemistry can contribute substan-
tially to the balance of organic compounds in water[2–6]. To
determine the processes initiated by solar radiation in nat-
ural water, it is necessary to study primary photochemical
reactions for coordination compounds[7,8] including those
with oxyacids as ligands. It is important to note, however,
that aromatic acids have their own strong absorption bands
in UV range and can be subjected to photochemical transfor-
mations under solar radiation in a free noncoordinated state.

Salicylic acid (2-hydroxybenzoic acid) (SA) and its
derivatives (SAD) belong to aromatic oxyacids family and
can serve as model compounds, which demonstrate the
photochemical properties of natural oxyacids. SA and SAD
are known to luminescence in the blue spectrum range
[9,10–12]. However, the photophysical and photochemical
properties of these molecules are poorly characterized. It
was not until recently that the spectrum of triplet–triplet
absorption (TTA) of SA in organic solvents recorded by
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laser flash photolysis was published[11]. The photochem-
ical and photophysical processes have been studied for
5-sulfosalicylic acid (SSA) in aqueous solutions in the
framework of the program for studying photochemical trans-
formations of various compounds in natural water. SSA was
used because of its better solubility in water as compared
with SA. The spectral and kinetic characteristics of primary
intermediate states and species are examined in the study.

2. Experimental details

We employed a set-up for laser flash photolysis using ex-
cimer XeCl laser excitation (308 nm) with a pulse duration
of 15 ns and a mean pulse energy of 20 mJ. For details see
[13]. The spectrum and kinetics of SSA fluorescence were
measured on a PRA spectrofluorimeter with photon count-
ing. The optical spectra were recorded using an HP 8453
“Hewlett Packard” spectrophotometer.

In the numerical calculations of the kinetic curves of the
appearance and disappearance of intermediate optical ab-
sorption, differential equations were solved by a special pro-
gram using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method. The laser
pulse power was estimated using solutions of anthracene
in benzene. The TTA of anthracene in this solvent atλ =
431 nm has the absorption coefficientε = 42,000 M−1 cm−1

for the quantum yield of formationϕ = 0.53 [14].
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SSA (Aldrich) and 2,2′-dipyridyl (DP; Aldrich), as a
triplet energy acceptor, were employed without repurifica-
tion. Doubly distilled water was used to prepare solutions.
All experiments were carried out in oxygen-free solutions.
Oxygen was removed by bubbling solutions with gaseous
nitrogen. Aqueous 4 M Mg(ClO4)2 solutions, which form
at 77 K the transparent glassy matrices, were used to study
processes at low temperatures.

The effects of time-resolved photo-chemically induced
nuclear polarization (CIDNP) were determined on a set-up
based on an NMR DPX-200 Bruker spectrometer and ex-
cimer Lambda Physik EMG-101 (XeCl, 100 mJ, pulse dura-
tion: 15 ns) laser[15]. The optical part of the set-up supplied
∼25% of laser energy to a sample.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Optical spectra of SA and SSAs

The optical absorption spectra of SA and SAD are deter-
mined by the�-system of an aromatic ring interacting with
an additional�-bond on the C=O group of an acid residue.
Indeed, if the benzene absorption band is centered to 250 nm,
in aqueous solutions, SA has a fairly strong absorption band
at 300 nm (λmax = 303 nm,ε = 3500 M−1 cm−1) [16,17].
Introducing substituents into SA red-shifts the absorption
band[9].

The fluorescent properties of SA and SAD have been
studied in a series of polar (water, ethanol, dimethyl-
formamide, chloroform) and nonpolar solvents (benzene,
n-heptane, isooctane, methylcyclohexane). In the ground
state, there is a strong intramolecular hydrogen bond be-
tween carboxyl and hydroxyl SA groups. A fast (60 fs[11])
intramolecular proton transfer giving rise to a tautomer
form occurs upon SA excitation. This accounts for a large
Stokes shift of SA fluorescence band and its derivatives. In
polar aprotic and nonpolar solvents, the fluorescence band
maximum is observed at 450 nm[9,10,12]. For proton polar
solvents, such as water and ethanol, the fluorescence band
maximum for SA and SAD moves to a short-wave range
(400 nm) with an increase in lifetime (from 1 to 6–8 ns)
and fluorescence quantum yield[9]. This is due to proton
transfer to a solvent in the ground state, which results in
the formation of an anion of the corresponding acid whose
photophysical parameters differ from the characteristics of
a neutral molecule.

Fig. 1shows the optical SSA spectra in aqueous solutions
with different pH. SSA has three acid protons (H3SSA)
that can dissociate in aqueous solutions. The SO3H group
proton dissociates over a wide pH range (0–14) for COOH
and OH groups, pK = 2.9 and 11.8, respectively[18]. Over
the pH range from 0 to 10, there are actually no consid-
erable changes in absorption spectrum due to the similar
parameters of the spectra of H2SSA− and 5-sulfosalicylic
acid dianion (HSSA2−) ions. These particles display a

Fig. 1. Optical absorption spectra of SSA ions in aqueous solutions at
298 K. (1) H2SSA− monoanion (HClO4, pH = 1); (2) HSSA2− dianion
(NaOH, pH= 10); (3) SSA3− trianion (NaOH, pH= 13).

long-wave absorption band with a maximum at 300 nm
with an extinction coefficient of about 2800 M−1 cm−1.
In the far UV range, there are two absorption bands with
maxima at 235 nm (ε = 8500 M−1 cm−1) and 210 nm (ε =
41,000 M−1 cm−1). At high pH (≥12), the optical spectrum
exhibits a new absorption band with a maximum at 260 nm
(ε = 14,200 M−1 cm−1), which corresponds to acid trian-
ion (SSA3−). Thus, in aqueous solutions, over a wide pH
range (4–10), the SSA is in the form of dianion HSSA2−
whose photophysics and photochemistry are described in
this paper.

3.2. Laser flash photolysis of aqueous solutions of
dianion HSSA2−

Excitation of the oxygen-free aqueous solutions of dianion
HSSA2− by a laser pulse (308 nm) gives rise to intermediate
absorption consisting of three bands with maxima at 310,
470, and 720 nm (Fig. 2a). The bands at 470 and 720 nm
decay at substantially different rates (Fig. 2b), which indicate
the formation of several intermediate species after the laser
pulse. The band lifetime at 470 nm decreases sharply in the
presence of oxygen, which is evidence that the band belongs
to HSSA2− absorption from the triplet state. The TTA band
of a neutral form of SA in cyclohexane has a maximum at
440 nm[11]. The shift of 30 nm is due to the introduction of
a substituent into a ring (SO3− group), the change in acid
form (neutral SA form and dianion HSSA2−), and the use
of another type of a solvent (water versus organic solvent).

Based on data from pulse radiolysis, it is known that a
wide band with a maximum at 720 nm belongs to the absorp-
tion of aquated electron (eaq

−) [19–21]. In Fig. 2a, the dot-
ted line shows the eaq

− spectrum from[19]. The dependence
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Fig. 2. Laser flash photolysis of aqueous HSSA2− solution (1.5×10−4 M).
The cell thickness: 1 cm, temperature: 298 K, pH= 10.0, laser pulse
intensity: 60 mJ/cm2. (a) Intermediate absorption spectra (1)–(5): 0, 1.6,
6, 16, and 48�s after the pulse. The dotted line shows the eaq

− spectrum
from [19]. (b) Kinetic curves at 470 and 720 nm.

of the yield of the HSSA2− TTA and eaq
− on laser pulse

intensity is shown inFig. 3. The TTA (470 nm) increases
linearly at low intensity and starts to approach saturation
with intensity exceeding 100 mJ/cm2. The eaq

− absorption

Fig. 3. Dependence of the optical density of the HSSA2− TTA (470 nm)
and eaq

− absorption (720 nm) on laser pulse intensity in aqueous HSSA2−
solution (1.2 × 10−4 M) at pH = 10.0. The cell thickness: 1 cm,
D308 = 0.23, temperature: 298 K. Symbols—experimental data, solid
curves—numerical solution of differential equations for reactions (1)–(4)
and (10).

yield (720 nm) is small at low intensities of the laser pulse
and starts to increase substantially in the region >40 mJ/cm2.
This indicates a two-quantum process of aquated electron
formation.

The slope in the initial part of the dependence of the triplet
state yield on laser pulse intensity (Fig. 3) determines the
productϕ(T) ε470

T = (3.0 ± 0.2) × 103 M−1 cm−1, where
ε470

T is the extinction coefficient of the TTA band with a
maximum at 470 nm (Fig. 2a). Thus, the quantum yield of
the appearance of the triplet state of dianion HSSA2− can
be calculated after determination of theε470

T value.

3.3. The spectrum and kinetics of HSSA2− fluorescence
in aqueous solution

The first excited singlet S1 state is populated during ex-
citation of dianion HSSA2− in the region of the long-wave
absorption band (300 nm). For low laser pulse intensities,
when the eaq

− yield is small, the S1 state either relaxes ra-
diatively (kir ) or nonradiatively (knr) to the ground S0 state or
transfers to the triplet T1 state (kisc) via intersystem crossing

S0
hν−→S1 (1)

S1
kir−→S0 + hν (2)

S1
knr−→ S0 (3)

S1
kisc−→ T1 (4)

The radiative relaxation from S1 to S0 is recorded in the
form of a short-living luminescence in the blue region. The
fluorescence band maximum is located at 404 nm (Fig. 4a).
Note that for SA in aqueous solutions at pH= 7, the lumi-
nescence maximum is at 405 nm[12] and corresponds to the
anion HSA− emission. Thus, the presence of a (SO3

− group)

Fig. 4. HSSA2− dianion luminescence in aqueous solution: (a) spectrum;
(b) kinetic curve of luminescence disappearance at 400 nm.
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in the dianion HSSA2− has almost no effect on the lumines-
cence spectrum. Intersystem crossing to the triplet T1 state
is followed by the appearance of the TTA band with a max-
imum at 470 nm (Fig. 2a). The lifetime of dianion HSSA2−
fluorescence (Fig. 4b) is τfl = 6.3 ± 0.1 ns, which deter-
mines the sum of the rate constants 1/τfl = kir +knr +kisc =
(1.6 ± 0.03) × 108 s−1.

3.4. Determination of HSSA2− TTA coefficient

The absorption coefficient of the dianion HSSA2− TTA
band was determined by the method of triplet–triplet en-
ergy transfer. As an acceptor, we used DP with a known
TTA spectrum (the band with a maximum at 350 nm
and an absorption coefficient of 1.8×104 M−1 cm−1

[22]). The weak absorption of DP at 308 nm (ε ≈
3× 102 M−1 cm−1), as compared with HSSA2− absorption
(ε = 2 × 103 M−1 cm−1), is another reason for the choice
of DP as an acceptor. In addition, its weak absorption at
308 nm allows us to directly populate the DP triplet (without
HSSA2−) and determine its spectral and kinetic parameters.

Indeed, a laser pulse into the aqueous dianion HSSA2−
solution with DP is followed by the formation of a new ab-
sorption band with a maximum at 350 nm (Fig. 5a). The in-
set (Fig. 5b) shows the kinetics of optical density change at
470 nm (HSSA2− triplet) and 350 nm (DP triplet). The ob-
served rate constant of HSSA2− TTA disappearance (k470

obs)
increases with increasing DP concentration. These results
confirm the T–T energy transfer. At low laser pulse intensi-
ties and small concentrations of HSSA2− triplet, the kinetic

Fig. 5. Determination of the absorption coefficient of HSSA2− TTA band
at 470 nm. (a) Intermediate absorption spectra arising from flash photolysis
in aqueous solution (pH= 10, temperature: 298 K) of HSSA2− dianion
(1.9 × 10−4 M) and DP (5.1 × 10−5 M); (1)–(5): 0, 1.2, 2, 4, and 12�s
after the laser pulse. (b) Kinetic curves at 470 nm (HSSA2− triplet) and
350 nm (DP triplet); solid lines—calculations by the scheme of reactions
(5)–(8) with the parameters given in the text.

curves at 470 and 350 nm can be described by the following
scheme:

3HSSA2− + DP
k1−→1HSSA2− (S0) + 3DP (5)

3DP
k2−→1DP(S0) (6)

3DP+ 3DP
k3−→1DP(S0) + 1DP(S1) (7)

1DP(S1) → 3DP (ϕ(3DP)) (8)

The constantk1 = (4.2 ± 0.2) × 109 M−1 s−1 was deter-
mined from the dependence ofk470

obs on the DP concentra-
tion. The quantum yieldϕ(3DP) = 0.29 ± 0.02 and the
values for the rate constantsk2 = (8.1± 1.0) × 103 s−1 and
k3 = (1.7±0.2)×109 M−1 s−1 were measured based on the
dependence of the yield of DP triplet absorption at 350 nm
and value ofk350

obs on the laser pulse intensity in the absence
of HSSA2−. The calculated and experimental kinetic curves
at 350 and 470 nm obtained for the different initial DP con-
centrations and with variations in laser pulse intensity were
compared to find the absorption coefficient of the HSSA2−
TTA band. The system of differential equations was solved
for a set of reactions (5)–(8). As fixed parameters, we used
the values of constantsk1–k3, and the ratio between ex-
tinction coefficients at 350 and 470 nm for the TTA bands
(ε470

DP /ε350
DP = 0.04 and ε470

T /ε350
T = 5.0). The ratio be-

tween absorption coefficients was determined from the ratio
between the signal amplitudes for the corresponding wave-
lengths during flash photolysis of the DP and HSSA2− solu-
tions separately. The absorption coefficient of TTA at 470 nm
was varied. Its value,ε470

T = (6.7 ± 0.5) × 103 M−1 cm−1,
allows us to bring into agreement all calculated and ex-
perimental kinetic curves. The solid lines inFig. 5b show
calculations with the above parameters.

The above productϕ(T) ε470
T and the absorption coefficient

were used to calculate the quantum yield of the HSSA2−
triplet state,ϕ(T) = 0.45±0.05. The value of the T1 quantum
yield and the S1 state lifetime make it possible to determine
the sum of the constants of radiative and nonradiative S1 →
S0 transitionskir+knr = (8.8±1.0)×107 s−1 and constant of
intersystem crossingkisc = (7.2± 0.7) × 107 s−1. Note that
for the HSSA2− dianion, the T1 quantum yield in aqueous
solutions exceeds by order of magnitude that for the neutral
forms of SA and SSA in organic solvents[11].

3.5. Excited state from which the SSA ions
are photoionized

The laser pulse duration is 15 ns. Therefore, the HSSA2−
dianion absorbing a light quantum during this pulse is first
in the excited singlet state (6 ns) and then in the triplet state.
Thus, the two-quantum HSSA2− photoionization and eaq

−
formation at great laser pulse intensities can occur upon
second quantum absorption from both the S1 and T1 states.

The time-resolved chemical nuclear polarization method
was employed to determine the multiplicity of the state from
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Fig. 6. Determination of the multiplicity of the state of HSSA2− dianion
photoionization.1H NMR spectra (200 MHz) of 10−3 M HSSA2− in water
(pH = 10) at 298 K. (a) Initial compound; (b) photo-CIDNP spectrum
with 1�s delay between laser flash and probing pulse. Numbering of
proton signals corresponds to structure inTable 1.

which ionization occurs.Fig. 6 shows the CIDNP spectrum
recorded during HSSA2− photolysis in D2O (pH = 10) 1�s
after the laser pulse. This spectrum demonstrates integral
polarization on all protons of the primary HSSA2− dianion.
The CIDNP effect sign depends on a number of parameters
and is commonly given as a simple relation (Kaptein’s rule)
[23]

Γnet = µε �g a (9)

whereΓ net describes the net CIDNP effects:Γnet > 0 corre-
sponds to the absorption andΓnet < 0 corresponds to emis-
sion effects. The other parameters are:µ = +1 for a triplet
precursor andµ = −1 for a singlet radical (or ion radical)
precursor;ε = +1 for geminate recombination products, and
ε = −1 for escape products.�g is the sign of theg-factor
difference between paramagnetic intermediates containing
the polarized nuclear and radical partners,a is the sign of the
hyperfine coupling constant of a nucleus in the paramagnetic
intermediate. In this case, the polarization sign sensitivity to
the multiplicity of the geminate pair precursor of HSSA•−
radical anion and aquated electron is of importance. When
the HSSA2− concentration is<10−3 M and the time delay is
1�s, the polarization observed corresponds mainly to gem-
inate processes, and as a result,ε = +1.

The g-factor of aquated electron in water is 2.002[24].
In other aqueous solutions and frozen matrices, the value of
g-factor for an electron varies from 1.9999 to 2.002[25],
i.e., is smaller thange = 2.0023 (a free electrong-factor).
For the SA radical HAS•, g = 2.00476[26], i.e., g > ge
which is typical of many organic radicals and radical ions.
If the parameters of the spin Hamiltonian of radical HAS•
and HSSA•− are similar, then for HSSA•− we also getg >

ge. Therefore, the�g parameter for the geminate pair of
HSSA•− and eaq

− in (9) will be positive.

Table 1
Calculated HFC constants of HSSA•− and CIDNP effects of different
protons of HSSA2−

Intermediate Position Calculated
HFC (mT)

CIDNP
(rel. int.)

1 −0.876 A (2.02)

2 0.727 E (1.17)
3 0.403 E (1.00)

The signs of the HFC constants for the HSSA•− rad-
ical anion were calculated as follows: the geometry was
optimized by the AM1 method (HyperChem 6); the HFC
constants were calculated for optimized geometry using the
INDO method (UHF), which was parametrized for calcu-
lating magnetoresonance parameters (spin Hamiltonian pro-
gram)[27]. The calculated results are summarized inTable 1.
Taking into account the fact that the nuclear polarization ac-
tivity is proportional to the value of HFC constant, and the
polarization sign depends on the HFC sign, we conclude that
although the absolute values of the HFC constant are slightly
overestimated, the calculation correctly describes the spin
density distribution in the HSSA•− radical anion.

According to the rules of CIDNP effects sign analysis,
we conclude that in solution, the polarization observed was
formed in the pair of the HSSA•− radical anion and the
aquated electron, resulting initially from the singlet state
(µ < 0). Thus, the HSSA2− dianion is ionized upon the
second quantum absorption by the singlet S1 state.

Additional data on the multiplicity of the state from
which eaq

− is photoionized and formed, were obtained
by experiments on flash photolysis of HSSA2− ions in a
low-temperature (77 K) glassy matrix (the aqueous 4 M
Mg(ClO4)2 solutions were frozen).Fig. 7a (spectrum 1)
shows the optical HSSA2− spectrum in this matrix, which
almost coincides with the spectrum in a solution. The
stationary photolysis by laser pulses gives rise to the ab-
sorption band of the aquated electron with a maximum at
550 nm (Fig. 7a, spectrum 2).

After a laser pulse, the flash photolysis of a low-tempera-
ture matrix containing HSSA2− ions, like aqueous solu-
tions, leads to a TTA with a maximum at 470 nm and the
aquated electron absorption (a broad band with a maximum
at∼620 nm (Fig. 7a, spectrum 3)). A shift of the absorption
band maximum of eaq

− to a short-wave spectrum in frozen
aqueous solutions of various salts, as compared with liquid
water, is typical[19]. The additional shift of maximum of
40–70 nm upon transition from nanosecond time ranges to
the long-time ranges is known from the data on pulse radiol-
ysis [19,28,29]and is ascribed to the deepening of a trap in
which an electron is localized. It is worth noting that most
electrons in a matrix are not stabilized. By the time a sta-
tionary spectrum is recorded (∼10 s), only 5% of electrons,
formed just after the laser pulse, remain.Fig. 7b shows the
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Fig. 7. Photolysis of HSSA2− dianion (3.9× 10−3 M) in frozen aqueous
4 M Mg(ClO4)2 solution in the cell of a thickness of 0.049 cm at 77 K. (a)
Optical absorption spectra: (1) initial HSSA2− spectrum; (2) the spectrum
after 100 laser pulses (10 Hz, 60 mJ/cm2) recorded 10 s after irradiation;
(3) absorption spectrum following laser pulse (increase in five times)
upon flash photolysis. (b) Kinetics of the change in optical absorption
of an aquated electron at 650 nm. (c) Dependence of the optical density
of HSSA2− TTA (470 nm) and eaq

− absorption (650 nm) on laser pulse
intensity. (d) A change in the value of TTA at 470 nm ((1) and (2)) and
eaq

− absorption at 650 nm ((3) and (4)) during 1 pulse with the total
number of pulses absorbed by the sample. (1) and (3)—measurement after
each pulse (the time between pulses 10 s); (2) and (4)—upon transfer of
a series of 4 pulses to a sample with an interval of 0.1 s (measurement
using the last fourth pulse, an interval between the series of 10 s).

nonexponential kinetics of electron absorption disappear-
ance at 650 nm. The complex kinetics probably is due to both
the absorption shift to the short-wave spectrum and the elec-
tron disappearance in the geminate and bulk recombination
with the HSSA•− radical ion involving tunneling[28,29].
The reaction between the eaq

− and the primary HSSA2− ion
can make an additional contribution. As illustrated below,
in liquid solutions, this reaction substantially determines the
kinetics of electron disappearance. In this case, the reaction
product is represented by the HSSA•3− radical ion, and the
absorption band with a maximum at 416 nm arising along
with eaq

− absorption, can belong to this radical ion (Fig. 7a,
spectrum 2).

The yield of triplet and electron absorption in a matrix
is also nonlinearly dependent on the laser pulse intensity

(Fig. 7c). At 77 K, the lifetime of the triplet state of HSSA2−
ions in a matrix reaches∼0.6 s whereas the fluorescence
continues to decay in the nanosecond range. The great dif-
ference in the lifetimes of T1 and S1 states in the frozen
matrix was used to determine the multiplicity of the state
from which the two-quantum ionization occurs. A consider-
able portion of HSSA2− ions were transferred into the triplet
state by several laser pulses supplied to a sample at 0.1 s
intervals (frequency: 10 Hz). A change in absorption at 470
or 650 nm was recorded during the last pulse in a series of
pulses. If the T1 state is the main source of eaq

−, the yield
of electrons should increase substantially after preliminary
conversion of the HSSA2− ions into this state.

Fig. 7d shows the amplitude of the absorption signals of
HSSA2− T1 state and of eaq

− versus the number of laser
pulses absorbed by the sample. The amplitude corresponds
to a change of absorbance (�D) per pulse. A series of pulses
were produced with intervals of 10 s when the triplet state
arising from the previous series decayed completely. The
value of�D is observed to decrease with increasing num-
ber of pulses absorbed by the sample because of a decrease
in HSSA2− concentration and the accumulation of photoly-
sis products. The governing factor is that the supply of pre-
liminary pulses leads to a decrease in the yield of both the
triplet (�D470) and the aquated electron (�D650). From the
value of optical density at 470 nm (�D470 ≥ 0.15 at the be-
ginning of photolysis), we estimate the T1 state population
after three preliminary pulses to the time the registration
pulse is supplied. If the absorption coefficient of the TTA
band does not change significantly upon transition from so-
lution to frozen matrices, then, taking into account the rate
of triplet state decay, approximately 25% of HSSA2− ions
are converted into the T1 state during the three preliminary
pulses.

Therefore, the strong CIDNP signal recorded for HSSA2−
solutions and a decrease in the aquated electron yield upon
transfer of a substantial portion of HSSA2− ions to the triplet
state by preliminary pulses in frozen matrices, indicate that
for these species, the photoionization occurs upon the second
light quantum absorption by the excited singlet S1 state.
HSSA2− in this state is the source of both the eaq

− and the
T1 triplet.

3.6. Two-quantum processes of aquated
electron formation

The two-quantum process of electron formation involv-
ing the singlet S1 state can be realized by several ways.
Transition from the S1 state to the highly excited singlet
SN state[30] can cause molecule ionization resulting in a
“dry” electron. In aqueous solutions, this electron relaxes
in 100–300 fs into the p-state in a trap formed by polarized
solvent molecules. By 250–540 fs it is completely stabilized
in the ground s-state[31–34]. Electron tunneling from the
SN state into the closely located trap is also possible[35].
The latter process is energetically more advantageous due to
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electron transition to the hydrated state. In a frozen matrix,
the orientational relaxation of solvent molecules is frozen
out. Therefore, an electron can be captured by ready traps
only. Since the concentration of these traps close to HSSA2−
ions can be low, the electron yield in a low-temperature ma-
trix decreases.

The ionization potential of most benzene derivatives in
the gas phase is in the range of 7.5–9.5 eV[36]. In an aque-
ous medium, ionization potentials are 2–2.5 eV lower due to
the interaction of an electron and a cation with the medium
[37,38]. Thus, the two-quantum ionization upon absorption
of quanta with a wavelength of 308 nm (8.05 eV) can lead
to the formation of electrons with energy exceeding the ion-
ization threshold by 0.5–3.0 eV.

The excitation can also be transferred by the HSSA2−
ions from the SN state to a water molecule. The excited wa-
ter molecules are either ionized with the formation of an
H2O•+ radical cation and an electron or, alternatively, dis-
sociate into a hydrogen atom and an•OH radical. In addi-
tion to the indirect excitation of water through the SN state
of HSSA2− ions, the direct two-quantum population of the
excited state of water molecules is also possible. The exis-
tence of these processes is verified by recording the absorp-
tion of the aquated electron in pico- and femtosecond exper-
iments on two-quantum ionization of pure water[31–34,39].
However, according to estimates based on the coefficient of
two-photon absorption at 308 nm (0.42×10−12 m/W [40]), a
fraction of absorbed quanta is less than 10−3 for a nanosec-
ond pulse (τ ≈ 15 ns,I = 20–50 mJ) in a 1 cm cuvette. In
addition, the nanosecond flash photolysis of pure water in-
dicates the absence of aquated electron absorption.

The mechanism of aquated electron formation, therefore,
can be explained by either ionization or by energy trans-
fer to water from the SN state of the HSSA2− dianion. In
[41], the acceptors of an electron (Cd2+ ion) and an•OH
radical (n-butanol) were used to show that the efficiency
of energy transfer from the SN level to water during irra-
diation of aqueous thymine solutions by picosecond pulses
(266 nm) exceeds ionization efficiency by an order of mag-
nitude (quantum yields are 6.5 and 0.65%, respectively). In
our study (308 nm), the energy of two-quanta is 1.3 eV lower
and the long-wave absorption band of the HSSA2− ion is
shifted to the red spectrum by 0.63 eV when compared with
thymine. In view of this energy change, the absolute and
relative probabilities of both processes can change substan-
tially. For thymine solutions, the laser pulses of picosecond
duration are necessary to realize the two-quantum processes
due to the short lifetime of the S1 state (1.2 ps[30]). The
fast radiationless processes decrease not only the lifetime
but also the quantum yield of thymine fluorescence (10−4).
In the case of HSSA2−, the long lifetime of the S1 state
(6.3 ns) allows even the nanosecond pulses to initiate the
two-quantum processes.

For the two-quantum ionization of pure water by fem-
tosecond pulses at a wavelength of 312 nm with an ex-
cess energy of 1.5 eV above the ionization threshold (6.5 eV

[42,43]), the mean electron range prior to thermolization
is 11–13 Å[39]. This exceeds the Onsager radius for wa-
ter (rc = e2/εkT = 7 Å at 21◦C) by only 4–6 Å. Under
these conditions, about 40% of electrons decay upon gemi-
nate recombination of electron and cation in 60–80 ps[39].
The remaining electrons escape into the bulk of the solvent
and decay via slower reactions. Thus, the ionization quan-
tum yield at nanosecond times reaches 0.6. In nonpolar sol-
vents with a large Onsager radius (rc = 250–300 Å), almost
all electrons formed during two-quantum processes decay
upon geminate recombination[44]. In more polar alcohols,
30–50% of electrons escape geminate recombination. This
effect depends on excess energy above the ionization thresh-
old. In aqueous solutions, the yield of electrons into the bulk
of the solvent increases from 60 to 80% with increasing ex-
cess energy from 1.5 to 3.5 eV[30,34,45].

3.7. Optical spectrum, which accompanies aquated
electron formation

In the case of HSSA2− ionization, aquated electron for-
mation should be accompanied by the HSSA•− radical an-
ion formation. This species can display an optical absorption
spectrum in the nearest UV region. If the process of energy
transfer to water contributes significantly to the process of
SN state disappearance, then water ionization gives rise to
an aquated electron and a primary H2O•+ radical cation,
which rapidly transfers a proton to a water molecule to form
an •OH radical. When the amount of transferred energy is
insufficient for ionization, the excited water molecule disso-
ciates into an•OH radical and a hydrogen atom. In a gemi-
nate reaction with HSSA2− dianion, these particles can form
HSSA(•OH)2− and HSSA(H•)2− radical ions that can also
absorb in the nearest UV region. The rate constant of the
reaction between•OH radical and SA ion (HSA−) is, by an
order of magnitude, larger than that of the reaction between
a H• atom and this ion (1.2 × 1010 and 1.4 × 109 M−1 s−1,
respectively[46]). If the relative reactivity of SSA and SA
ions is the same, then HSSA(•OH)2− radical ion formation
is more probable than HSSA(H•)2− formation.

Additional spectrum (except for the spectra of TTA and
eaq

−), which should belong to the radical ions of HSSA•−
or HSSA(•OH)2−, can be determined by comparing absorp-
tions arising at high and low laser pulse intensities. At high
laser pulse intensity, the pulse is just followed by HSSA2−
in the triplet T1 state, an aquated electron, and one of these
species (radical ions of HSSA•− or HSSA(•OH)2−). At low
laser pulse intensities, the HSSA2− ion in the triplet state
is mainly formed as a result of a drastic decrease in the
probability of two-quantum processes. To obtain the addi-
tional spectrum, the spectra of eaq

− and of normalized TTA
should be subtracted from the total spectrum recorded at
high pulse intensity. It is also necessary to take into account
a decrease in the HSSA2− dianion absorption (bleaching in
the region of the band with a maximum at 300 nm). In the
case of HSSA2− ionization from the SN state, the amount
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Fig. 8. Optical spectra of intermediate species arising from flash photolysis
of aqueous HSSA2− solution (pH= 10). (1) Aquated electron spectrum
taken from[19]; (2) TTA spectrum recorded at low laser pulse power.
Absorption coefficient is determined from triplet–triplet energy transfer
to DP; (3) HSSA•− radical ion spectrum. The method of the production
is described in the text.

of decayed dianions in the S0 state is equal to the sum of the
concentrations of the triplet and the aquated electron.Fig. 8
shows the HSSA•− radical anion spectrum calculated by
this method. The short-wave band has a maximum at 290 nm
and an extinction coefficient of(8.3±1.0)×103 M−1 cm−1.
For the long-wave band manifesting itself as a shoulder, the
maximum is localized at 380–390 nm and has an extinction
coefficient of(2.5 ± 0.5) × 103 M−1 cm−1.

If energy transfer to water contributes to the relaxation of
the HSSA2− ion SN state, the spectrum inFig. 8 will be a
superposition of the spectra of HSSA•− and HSSA(•OH)2−
radical ions. From studies on pulse radiolysis of aqueous
solutions of SA, it follows that the HSA(•OH)− radical ion
displays an absorption band at 375 nm with the extinction
coefficientε = 0.95× 103 M−1 cm−1 [46]. It is also known
that the position of the maxima of radical absorption bands
arising from a reaction between an•OH radical and benzoic
acid depends weakly on the introduction of a sulfo group
as a substituent[47]. Thus, the spectra of HSSA(•OH)2−
and HSA(•OH)− radicals can be close to one another and
the HSSA(•OH)2− radical ion can make some contribution
to the additional absorption is shown inFig. 8 (the shoul-
der with a maximum at 380–390 nm). However, according
to the values of the absorption coefficients of the shoulder
at 380–390 nm of the HSSA(•OH)2− band, this contribution
cannot exceed 40%. In addition, the existence of the addi-
tional strong band at 290 nm allows us to make the assump-
tion that the HSSA2− ionization from the SN state, when
results in the formation of a HSSA•− radical, is dominant.
This conclusion is verified by the presence of the strong

CIDNP signal on the HSSA2− protons, which results from
the geminate recombination of the HSSA•− radical ion and
the aquated electron. It is important to note, that reactions of
the radical products of excited water molecule decay should
lead to the disappearance of HSSA2− giving no polarization
and CIDNP effect.

3.8. Calculations of the dependence of the yield of T1
state andeaq

− on laser pulse intensity

The data on the dependence of the TTA and eaq
− yields

on laser pulse intensity (Fig. 3) can be used to estimate
the absorption coefficient of the second quantum absorption
from the S1 state. The exact contribution of energy trans-
fer from the SN state of the HSSA2− dianion to water re-
mains unknown. Therefore, we assumed it was zero. In this
instance, we used reactions (1)–(4) to describe the data on
the yield of the T1 state and eaq

− and took into account the
second quantum absorption by the singlet S1 state followed
by HSSA2− ionization from the highly excited SN state:

S1
hν−→SN → HSSA•− + eaq

− (10)

Comparing the calculated and experimental values for the
yield at different laser pulse intensities (Fig. 3), we estimated
the product of the absorption coefficient by the ionization
quantum yield (ϕ ε308

S1
). This product will not change even

though there is a considerable contribution of energy transfer
to water. In this instance, the quantum yield will be only
redefined.

The yields were calculated by solving a set of differen-
tial equations corresponding to reactions (1)–(4) and (10),
and describing the appearance and disappearance of the
forming excited states and species. We took into account
the total optical density of the sample, the relative fraction
of the absorbed light of each species, and the inhomoge-
neous distribution of the absorbed quanta in the solution.
As fixed parameters, we used the constants (kir + knr) and
kisc, the absorption coefficients of the HSSA2− bands in
the ground (ε308

S0
) and triplet (ε470

T andε308
T ) states, the ab-

sorption coefficients of the aquated electron (ε720) and the
HSSA•− radical ion (ε308

R ). These values have been deter-
mined above. The time dependence of laser irradiation in-
tensity was described using the gaussian curve with a width
of 15 ns at a half-height. The time range of calculation was
50–100 ns with step in an intervals of 1–10 ps. InFig. 3cal-
culation is represented by solid curves. The best agreement
between the experimental and calculated data, in terms of
the least-squares fit, was obtained forϕ ε308

S1
= (1.5±0.3)×

103 M−1 cm−1.
Thus, the minimum absorption coefficient of absorption

from the S1 state isε308
S1

≥ 1.5×103 M−1 cm−1. If, at times
around 50 ns, the ionization quantum yieldϕ approaches 0.6
due to geminate recombination, then the extinction coeffi-
cientε308

S1
will increase to 2.5 × 103 M−1 cm−1. For a laser

pulse intensity of 80 mJ/cm2 and an initial optical density at
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308 nm of 0.23, the eaq
− yield equals approximately 12%

of the number of all the quanta absorbed.

3.9. Reactions of the disappearance of T1 state,eaq
−, and

HSSA•− radical anion

In the presence of oxygen, the kinetics of aquated elec-
tron disappearance is accelerated substantially due to the
high rate constant of reaction of these species (k = 2 ×
1010 M−1 s−1 for neutral pH[48]). For oxygen concentra-
tions of approximately 2.6 × 10−4 M in water [49], the ob-
served rate constant of eaq

− disappearance should be 5.2 ×
106 s−1. In other words, the electron should decay within
200 ns. Experiments on the aqueous HSSA2− solutions con-
taining oxygen verified that electron disappearance occurred
at 200 ns. Thus, in the presence of oxygen, the main channel
of electron disappearance is the reaction

eaq
− + O2 → O2

− (11)

In oxygen-free solutions, the eaq
− lifetime increases sub-

stantially, which allows us to record other electron reactions.
The observed disappearance rate constant (kobs) obtained
by treating the kinetic curves of electron absorption disap-
pearance (720 nm) in oxygen-free solutions depends on the
initial value of eaq

− absorption and the HSSA2− dianion
concentration (Fig. 9a). The slope of thekobs ∝ [eaq

−]

Fig. 9. Observed rate constants (kobs) of the processes of the disappearance
of aquated electron and HSSA2− ion T1 state. The cell thickness: 1 cm,
pH = 10.0, temperature: 298 K. (a) Dependence of thek720

obs at 720 nm
on aquated electron concentration for different HSSA2− concentrations;
(1)–(4): [HSSA2−] × 105 = 3.5, 6.7, 14.7, and 22 M, respectively. (b)
Dependence of thek470

obs at 470 nm on the initial concentration of T1 state
for [HSSA2−] = 1.5 × 10−4 M.

curves in this figure is due to the reactions

eaq
− + eaq

− + 2H2O → 2H• + 2OH− (12)

eaq
− + HSSA•− → HSSA2− (S1) (13)

Reaction (13) occurs in the absence of energy transfer to
water from the SN state, otherwise it is necessary to add the
reaction between the electron and the HSSA(•OH)2− radical
ion.

Averaging the data from solutions with different HSSA2−
concentrations gives the total rate constantk12 + k13 =
(1.8± 0.3) × 1010 M−1 s−1. From the experiments on pulse
radiolysis of water[48], it follows thatk12 = (1.1±0.14)×
1010 M−1 s−1. Therefore, for the rate constant of electron
recombination with HSSA•− radical we can estimatek13
to be (7.0 ± 3.0) × 109 M−1 s−1. The cut-off on the ordi-
nate for the straight lines inFig. 9a depends linearly on the
HSSA2− concentration and corresponds to the reaction of
electron capture by dianion HSSA2−:

eaq
− + HSSA2− → HSSA•3− (14)

with a rate constant ofk14 = (2.7 ± 0.1) × 109 M−1 s−1,
which, with respect to the equal charges of reacting species,
is close to the diffusion rate constant.

The characteristic lifetime of the HSSA2− dianion triplet
state is, in the presence of oxygen, approximately 1�s. This
lifetime allows us to estimate the constant of triplet state
quenching by oxygen,kO2 = 4.5×109 M−1 s−1. This value
is close to the diffusion limit in water. In oxygen-free so-
lutions, the kinetics of triplet absorption disappearance is
substantially determined by the second-order kinetic law.
The linear dependence of the observed constant (kobs) on
triplet concentration (Fig. 9b) indicates that the triplet de-
cays mainly as a result of T–T-annihilation

3HSSA2− + 3HSSA2− → 1HSSA2− (S1)+1HSSA2− (S0)

(15)

This reaction results in a dianion HSSA2− in the excited S1
state that can convert back into a triplet. Taking this effect
into account, the slope (∆) of the straight line inFig. 9b can
be described by the equation

∆ = 2k15(1 − 1
2kisc/(kir + knr + kisc)) = 2k15(1 − 1

2ϕ(T))

(16)

The quantum triplet yieldϕ(T) has been determined above.
Therefore, the data inFig. 9b can be used to estimate the
constantk15 = (6.0 ± 0.3) × 108 M−1 s−1. The cut-off on
the ordinate (kcut = 4.0 × 103 s−1) corresponds to triplet
quenching by uncontrolled impurities.

4. Conclusions

The laser flash photolysis was used to record the TTA
band (470 nm) of the HSSA2− in aqueous solutions. The
extinction coefficient of this band was determined using the
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triplet–triple energy transfer to DP. We demonstrated that at
high laser pulse intensities, an aquated electron forms from
two-quantum processes. An analysis of the time-resolved
CIDNP effect and the flash photolysis of HSSA2− ions in
frozen matrices shows that photoionization occurs upon ab-
sorption of second quantum by the excited singlet S1 state.
The rate constants of S1 state relaxation, and the quantum
yields of a triplet and an electron were determined. A com-
parison of the numerical calculations of the yield of the
aquated electron of the TTA with experimental data allowed
us to estimate the absorption coefficient of absorption from
the S1 state at a wavelength of 308 nm. The high yield allows
us to use the nanosecond laser flash photolysis of HSSA2−
in aqueous solutions as a convenient source of an aquated
electron.
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